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MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT 
 

OUR YEAR IN REVIEW – AND WHAT LIES AHEAD 
 

Each year, we speak about how quickly the year flies by. Suddenly it’s June and time for end of year field trips and 

graduations!  
 

I want to begin by thanking our teachers, administrators, and our staff who are consistently open to new ideas and learning. 

Each and every one is always giving their best. They are what make it possible for us to grow and create new pathways to 

learning. We are 19 years into the 21st Century and this new century presents new challenges - ones that we had never 

imagined but are now our reality. 
 

Our staff is learning more each year about how and why we aim to do more Personalized Learning. We understand that 

students need to be encouraged to explore, create and find their interests. Students need to operate within parameters, and 

demonstrate mastery of content standards, but students also need to have “voice and choice,” as teachers become guides to 

help students facilitate their own learning and lines of inquiry. Not every student has the same interest; however, they usually 

can find their own way to express what they have learned by tapping into their interests. We began a form of Personalized 

Learning when Maker Spaces began popping up in our high school and all of our K-8 schools, as students collaborate, plan 

projects, create, problem solve, and learn to work together and take a task to completion. That was a beginning. 
 

As we integrate different ways students show evidence of their learning, assessment and grading are changing, too. How we 

measure learning should provide students different ways to showcase their learning. Accepting failing work does not achieve 

our purpose in education nor serve the student. Our job is to assure and provide every student the opportunity to learn. We can 

not allow a student the right to not do the work or not try. And it’s not just the academic grade that students should be striving 

to achieve, but also the “learning practices.” For students in grades K-8, and next year in grades K-9, being timely, persisting, 

working well with others, and the soft skills of good work habits will be assessed, as well. 
 

Analyzing reading and mathematics benchmarks and setting higher standards for what being a proficient learner is has made 

all teachers and administrators more aware of how our students are currently achieving and where we must improve. Because 

schools are now studying this data more frequently, we have learned that most of our elementary students need to improve 

reading programs and/or math curriculums. 
 

A number of our science teachers at various grade levels have been trained in the Next Generation Science Standards and the 

different ways to teach science. No longer does a student read a chapter, memorize information and answer the questions on a 

paper test. Instead, science is based on inquiry, wonder, asking questions about “why”, and then setting about answering that 

“why”.  
 

Some of the learning practices now focused on in the early grades will be highlighted at HVRHS, 

through “Portrait of a Graduate.” The High School has established the most important characteristics 

that students, staff, and other stakeholders believe every graduate should have. These areas are being: A 

Communicator, Problem-Solver, Self-Advocate, Globally & Environmentally Aware, and Confident. 

These attributes do not begin at the High School, but need to be addressed in the early years, too. 
 

Speaking of communication and self-advocating, Student Led Conferences are an important way students are taking 

responsibility for tracking their learning and progress over time, and communicating what they have learned to their parents 

and teachers. Students speak for themselves, rather than their teachers doing this.  
 

Professional Learning Communities, comprised of K-12 teachers and administrators, meet regularly to discuss Grading 

Practices, Student Led Conferences, Student Data and its use, and Personalized Learning. These region-wide meetings help 

everyone to see each school’s perspectives, challenges, and address concerns as a region. 
 

(Continued on the back cover)    
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THE POWER OF INFORMATION - PART III 

 

Since December, previous articles have provided 1) an overview of all of the data (assessment and other 

information) used to understand student achievement, and 2) a more in-depth discussion of standardized 

summative data (i.e. Smarter Balanced, NGSS and SAT School Day). The focus of this article, the third and final 

one in a series on assessment and data, is on the purpose and use of standardized benchmark screening 

assessments that are used in the Pre-K-8 schools as well as in ninth grade at HVRHS. 
 

Universal screening instruments have been in use in Connecticut and Region One schools for well over ten years. Originally, 

the need for these assessment tools came about in response to the No Child Left Behind Act (2001)  which has evolved to the 

Every Student Succeeds Act (2015). These laws mandate that every student (in public schools) make progress in the areas of 

English Language Arts (ELA) and Math, as proficiency in these two areas is necessary for success in other school subjects 

and for whatever students pursue in their lives beyond high school.  
 

As a result of the aforementioned legislation, schools have become more diligent about measuring student progress with 

respect to specific skills in the two identified content areas. Universal benchmark assessment tools have been created to 

support this effort. These assessments are brief (20-40 minutes in length), are administered several times per year, and are 

designed to measure specific skills in ELA and math. The assessment items are research-based, meaning that experts in the 

ELA and math fields have determined that questions and problems posed will indicate statistically valid and reliable results 

that serve as benchmarks against which student performance can be measured. The assessment items are also aligned with 

Smarter Balanced learning expectations. Finally, the companies that produce these assessments have a presence in schools 

nationwide and therefore have created a set of national norms against which individual student scores may be compared.  
 

In Region One, benchmark assessments are administered in October, late January or early February, and in May. Teachers 

meet regularly to review the results from these assessments in conjunction with their regular classroom data to make informed 

decisions about student instruction. When assessment results indicate less than expected proficiency, the classroom teacher, 

together with the reading or math support teachers, develop targeted intervention strategies to support student growth in the 

identified skill area(s). The instructional interventions may require students to meet in small groups with other students in 

need of similar practice or students may receive one-on-one support. Frequency of intervention meetings range from a few 

times per week to once each day and the length of the meetings range from 20-40 minutes. Student progress is monitored 

throughout the course of these intervention meetings to ensure that the student is making gains as a result of the additional 

practice.  
 

Benchmark assessments are also useful in identifying students who may be in need of curriculum enrichment. In cases where 

assessment results indicate proficiency that is significantly above the benchmark, teachers will create opportunities to enrich/

enhance learning activities and resources to ensure that students are challenged appropriately.   
 

As is true for the standardized summative assessments, it is important that the results from these benchmark screening tools be 

reviewed together with classroom performance. When there are discrepancies, teachers will use their judgment as to which 

data source is a more accurate portrait of the student. For example, if a student rushes through the benchmark assessment and 

receives results that indicate lower proficiency than the classroom performance data, the teacher may ask the student to retake 

the benchmark assessment or use the classroom data as a more reliable source of that student’s proficiency. 
 

Benchmark screening tools provide a generally reliable, efficient, and effective snapshot of student progress throughout the 

school year. The data provided is particularly useful when compared to classroom data as well as to that of the national norms. 

Because the data indicates student proficiency with specific skills, support can be targeted to the specific needs of each 

student ensuring greater learning gains for each of the students in Region One. 

 

Ms. Lisa Carter, Assistant Superintendent   
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CAREER CONNECTION  AND FINANCIAL REALITY FAIR          - Dr. O’Neill  

Professionals Sharing Career Wisdom       
In May, the HVRHS Career Experience Program hosted its major 

Career Connection event. This version of the school’s biennial career 

offering paired local professionals with students, based upon 

surveyed occupational interests.  
 

In one energetic hour, 41 professionals met with nearly 200 juniors 

and seniors in 14 locations throughout the school. Students had 

intimate conversations and opportunities to hear career stories and 

ask specific questions of the visitors. 

Careers included agriculture, animal/vet, business, arts, aviation and 

science, health and wellness, education, and building and trades. 
 

Sophomore Class leaders greeted visitors, escorted to their rooms 

and photographed the event. Faculty and staff facilitated discussion 

in each career cluster. Dave Moran and Agricultural Education students provided blooming flowers as a gesture of 

appreciation. Main Office Secretary Cindy Fuller crafted professional-quality name tags and signage for the event. 
 

The Career Experience Program is grateful to colleagues for aid in executing the event and caring individuals in our 

community willing to share their expertise as students explored career paths. 

HVRHS Seniors Improve Financial  Reality 

In April, the Career Experience Program took over 50 HVRHS 

seniors to the Financial Reality Fair at Torrington High School. 

This event realistically simulates financial decisions and enhances 

financial literacy. Offering this opportunity to all seniors is an 

expansion of its annual attendance by the school’s Mountaineer 

Academy and Bridges programs.  
 

Each student received an individualized financial packet and 

worksheet based on their career choices. It contained a monthly 

income and expense categories, along with credit score. Students 

learned that: a late payment of $10 or $1,000 can harm a credit; 

the wise use of credit cards helps establish good credit 

saving and investing for the future starts now 
 

Students visited stations that represented spending categories such 

as housing, transportation, phone/internet, and spun the "Wheel of 

Reality," that unexpected financial event which occurs in life. 

At the end, students met with a financial counselor to discuss the financial health resulting from their choices.  The Career 

Experience Program hopes to make this trip an annual offering for graduating seniors and is grateful to the Northwest Hills 

Credit Union and Northwest Connecticut Chamber of Commerce for organizing the fair and to the Northwest Connecticut 

Community Foundation, who provided transportation funding.  

Michael Berkeley discussed theatrical careers with students 

Bianca Martin and Kevin Cantele, Salisbury Bank, discussed banking  



 

AG ED/FFA OPEN HOUSE 

A Highlight of the Regional 1 Calendar 

THE NUMBERS BELOW SHOW WHY 
 

• Day time attendees - 462 Children and Senior Citizens 

from 14 regional schools, daycare and senior centers 
 

• Evening attendees - Families and friends tour 118 

demonstrations, presentations and exhibits which were 

judged by 95 community members 

  

All are welcome to tour the buildings, pet the animals, taste 

the treats and meet the Envirothon, Electric Car, and 

Robotics Team members.  The event is planned and set up 

by the entire ag ed department, everyone participates.          5      
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MINDFULNESS IN SCHOOLS         - Ms. Hatcher 

“Mindfulness means paying attention in a particular way; on purpose, in the present 

moment, and nonjudgmentally.” – Jon Kabat-Zinn (1994) 
 

While it is true that “Mindfulness” has its roots in the Buddhist religion, it has become a 

popular and successful means to teach children strategies to self-calm and focus to be better 

prepared for learning. Brain research has indicated that the “practice” of mindfulness in 

schools has helped improve student achievement and reduce disciplinary incidents (see 

articles below).  Whether they work with an individual child, a class, or provide it as a 

school wide activity, it is important for teachers (or other adults) to understand the tenets 

and processes that make up mindfulness. Some study for years, others attend workshops, 

and some simply provide the steps for being mindful to their students.  Whichever way  

teachers and students practice and learn, it is helpful for the brightest (managing stress and increasing focus and productivity) 

as well as the neediest (controlling anxiety and impulsiveness, and improving Executive Functioning skills) learners. Sports 

teams, corporations, colleges and many other groups have jumped on the Mindfulness Bandwagon and never looked back. 

Calm Classroom; The-Mindful-Child; Mindfulness-Goes-to-School; and Nine-Essential-Qualities-of-Mindfulness 

SUSTAINABILITY PART 2                 - Ms. Law  

Global sustainability, which encompasses even the small town of Cornwall, was the school-wide theme at CCS this year. As 

reported in the Fall newsletter, the school worked to teach students about the 17 United Nations Sustainability Goals by making 

connections between the goals and endeavors that were already part of the fabric of CCS.  As the school year comes to a close, 

a few new projects are worth noting. 
 

1)  Our school wide May community meeting was dedicated to the analysis of our school-wide waste generated over a 3-day 

period. Thanks to the Student Leadership Council and advisor Kathy West, the students gathered the trash and recycling from 

all classrooms and public spaces at the end of each day. Not an easy or fun task! In our K-8 teams we picked through the piles 

to answer questions and create an ‘ort report’. What should have been recycled? What could have been reused? What could we 

have not thrown away or even generated to begin with?  
 

2)  One category in our analysis of waste was food scraps, and the term ‘compost’ was heard coming from more than one 

group. This year, during the annual end-of-year field day, all K-8 students will be involved in a sustainability project, one of 

which will be to build 3 composting bins to allow for the composting of our food scraps, the reduction of solid waste being 

hauled to the transfer station, and the production (eventually) of soil for our school gardens.  
 

3)  And one day that compost may be used to help fertilize our new young orchard. Planting a tree on 

Arbor Day is a common activity for schools, but an orchard? Thanks to the generous donations of local 

community members as well as the Class of 2019, 12 young trees (4 macoun, 4 honey crisp and 4 summer 

red) now adorn the hillside adjacent to the parking area. These trees will absorb carbon and provide shade, 

food, and oxygen for humans and other animals, for generations to come.  
 

It is our intent that CCS students understand and embrace the concept of sustainability and not only 

understand their role in creating a sustainable future, but also feel empowered to make a difference. They are well on their way. 

https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/chicago/2019/03/01/mindfulness-works-for-my-students-im-trying-to-make-it-work-for-me-too/
https://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2016/05/10/the-mindful-child/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5405439/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-mindful-self-express/201202/nine-essential-qualities-mindfulness


The CCS Music Department had a great year.  In general music, students in grades K-4 performed the musical “Elfis Goes 

West with Lewis and Clark” for their winter concert.  Our 4th grade class did an excellent job memorizing their lines and 

performing their parts.  Currently our K-2 students are learning elements of traditional folk dances and our 3rd and 4th graders 

are writing their own original compositions that combine note reading skills with rhythm reading skills. Middle school students 

have been busy finishing up their independent projects.  These are individual projects that are chosen by each student.  Projects 

range from making their own instruments, composing pieces, research projects, learning how to play guitar or piano and many 

more.  It is always fun for me to see the varied interests of the students and to learn from all of the different projects presented. 

Our performance groups also had a very busy year. Seven students were accepted into the Northern Regional Music Festival. 

This was a record for CCS! Students audition for this festival in January and are accepted based on their scores. The festival 

takes place in March at Wethersfield High School and includes hundreds of students from over 50 schools around northern 

Connecticut.  Also in March, our theater program performed “Mary Poppins Jr.”      

Cornwall Consolidated School is a collaborative community that honors individuality, inspires creativity, and is dedicated to 

developing perseverance, excellence, and a passion for lifelong learning. 

MUSIC AT CCS!               - Mrs. Simonetti-Shpur 
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Our National Parks are valuable educational resources. They offer content, 

guidance, and programs to school groups for free. There are several National 

Historic Sites (NHS) within a few hours’ drive of the Northwest Corner: Weir 

Farm (Connecticut’s only NHS), the Springfield Armory in Massachusetts, and 

in Hyde Park, NY, the Home of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the Vanderbilt 

Mansion, and Val-Kill, Eleanor Roosevelt’s residence.   
 

Seventh and eighth graders from Cornwall Consolidated School and Kellogg 

School visited Val-Kill and the Vanderbilt Mansion on a chilly December day. 

It was striking to experience and compare the lifestyles of the modest Eleanor 

Roosevelt with that of the grandiose, extravagant Vanderbilts.  

Cornwall students participate in the National Park Passport program and are able to get stamps at every NHS or National 

Park they visit in their individual “passports.”   The program coincides with the eighth graders’ trip to Washington, D.C. 

where so many of the sites that they will visit are run by the National Park Service and provide similar professional 

educational experiences.  (Oh, and stamps, of course!)  CCS students get to keep their park passports and the hope is that they 

will foster a lifelong appreciation for these most valuable spaces that our country protects. 

MOST VALUABLE SPACES           - Mr. Vincent  

 

The majority of the middle school students either participated on stage or 

worked behind the scenes painting sets and making props.  Many were 

able to do both! In May our middle school band, jazz band and chorus 

went to the Music in the Parks competition in Massachusetts.   All three 

groups earned first place in our class.  Our class is for schools that have 

fewer than 700 students! Our band also received the overall band award 

for highest score in the middle school band category regardless of school 

size!  The awards ceremony takes place at Six Flags amusement park. 

Some students had their first ride on a roller coaster!  An additional bonus 

was that, despite the dire weather forecast, we avoided the rain.  That was 

a huge accomplishment this spring. 
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LIVING MUSEUM              - Mrs. Mott 

This trimester, fifth grade students at Kent Center 

School dove deep into primary resources. In order to 

find and learn the importance of primary resources, fifth 

graders completed a research project on significant 

people during the American Revolution. Mrs. Dwyer, 

fifth grade Social Studies teacher, posted pictures on 

her bulletin board for students to research and choose a 

person for their project. Students had to find artifacts 

that were of importance and significance to their chosen 

figure. Some artifacts included in projects were letters, 

instruments, and dishware.  

Twenty-four fifth graders participated in the project and represented historical figures such as: Sybil Ludington, Benjamin 

Franklin, and Abigail Adams. The museum was held from 1:00 - 2:45 in the KCS library where students and staff could visit 

and learn!  

STUDENT LED CONFERENCES WERE A SUCCESS!          -  Mrs. Robey and Mrs. Vega 

Kindergarten students at KCS took part in student-led conferences again this year.  We were thrilled to have 100% 

participation!  All the children were able to show their parents what they have learned this year.   
 

Kindergartners led their parents through five learning stations.  Students showed their learning and mastery of Common Core 

State Standards in each station.  They demonstrated counting and cardinality, as well as operations and algebraic thinking in 

two of the stations devoted to math and word problems.  Students used manipulatives to solve problems and wrote simple 

addition and subtraction sentences.  Reading foundational skills were demonstrated when kindergartners read books at their 

reading level to their parents, and when they built and wrote CVC words that were dictated to them. Kindergarten writing 

standards were showcased at the writing center as kindergartners chose a piece of writing from their folders to share with their 

families. 
 

Parents were prepared in advance as to what they should expect to see and what Common Core State Standards were met. 

Students were excited to share their learning!   Students’ pride was evident as they displayed their learning to their families.  

Everyone had a chance to shine in his or her own way.   
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The KCS Art Show had its opening this year in combination with the KCS Middle School Musical Production of HONK! Jr. 

and the 8th Grade Silent Auction Fundraiser.  

KENT CENTER SCHOOL IS DEDICATED TO PROMOTING STUDENT LEARNING  

THROUGH INDEPENDENCE OF THOUGHT & SPIRIT. 

All three events were held on Tuesday, 

April 9th, and it was a special night for 

the community as we came together to 

celebrate and support our students. 

 

This was our second KCS Art Show 

displaying students’ original artwork 

created in our Teaching for Artistic 

Behavior (TAB) art studio.  Each 

student in grade kindergarten through 

8th grade selected one or two showcase 

pieces for this year’s Show.  A 

showcase piece is an original artwork 

that goes beyond what the student has 

created before by showing their personal 

interests, new learning, and growth as 

artists. The variety of students’ artwork 

ranged from their choice in art form: 

Drawing, Painting, Collage, Ceramics, 

Sculpture, Printmaking, Digital Arts, 

Fiber Arts, and Mixed Media, as well 

as, their choice in subject matter. All 

students’ artwork was accompanied by 

an artist statement describing what their 

artwork is about, how they created their 

work, why they chose to create this 

work, and what they learned through the 

artmaking process. 

  

We are tremendously proud of our KCS 

Artists, as well as, our middle school 

performers and crew! We are also 

thankful for our community’s 

generosity. The 8th grade Silent Auction 

raised $1,839 to support our Graduating 

Class of 2019!  

A NIGHT OF ART, THEATER, AND CELEBRATION!               - Mrs. Tarabara 
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FOURTH GRADE ARTS DAY: CELEBRATES 25 YEARS!          - Ms. Hanley 

On March 13, 4th Grade Arts Day celebrated its 25th anniversary at The Hotchkiss School with a wonderful line-up of 

artists and performers. How did 4th Grade Arts Day get its start?  For several years before the very first Arts Day, 

Superintendent Marvin “Muff” Moscovsky regarded Region One as an arts-oriented one. He was well aware of the many 

artists, dancers, musicians and actors that lived in the region then, as is the case today, and worked to gather both the 

funding and the people-power to make Arts Day happen. A fund known as the Arts Fund for Region One was set up with 

all donations used for arts programming in all of the Region One schools. Muff and former Superintendent Patricia 

Chamberlain, then the Principal of Sharon Center School (SCS) and Arts Fund Committee member, felt that an all day 

“Arts Day” for one grade should be held. They organized a meeting with the region's art and music teachers and it was 

decided that grade four students should be the recipients of an organized day of arts showcases and workshops 

encompassing visual arts, music, dance and theater. Fourth graders were chosen because it seemed that it had the fewest 

opportunities for out-of-school learning. The primary grades in most of the schools had local field trips and in-school 

programs, and the fifth through eighth grades had out-of-town field trips. Fourth Grade was the obvious choice. Next on 

Muff’s and Patricia’s agenda was to find a venue outside of the elementary schools. Various locations were explored, and 

when The Hotchkiss School offered their first-class facilities for the program, all involved knew that something truly 

wonderful was afoot.   Patricia Chamberlain, Kim Kenton, (former SCS music teacher), Al Coffill (former Kent art 

teacher), and several other teachers and administrators from Region One teamed up with Brad Faus, art instructor at 

Hotchkiss and a long-time member and Chairman of the Arts Fund for Region One. The first Arts Day at Hotchkiss was 

launched with great success and continues to this day with a well organized committee. Many thanks go out to The Arts 

Fund for Region One, and all the administrators and teachers of the past and present who have helped to make this special 

day a reality for all of Region One’s 4th Graders. A special thanks goes out to Brad Faus of Hotchkiss, Superintendent Muff 

Mascovsky, and to others who have led the committee through the years, including Patricia Chamberlain, Ron Viafore, 

Rima McGeehan, Maria Bulson, Florence Budge and currently, Michelle Mott and Lexie Juch.  Here’s to another 25 years 

of Fourth Grade Arts Day!     
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NGSS SCIENCE IN K,1,2           - Ms. Worden and Mrs. Faust 

STUDENTS VS FACULTY            - Coach Blass 
On February 27, 2019, the LHK hallways filled with team spirit, as the 8th grade class wore their 2019 Basketball Shirts 

with pride and determination.  The day continued with student handshakes on who 

would win the game and conversations over who would be staying to watch it. The 

tunes of “We Will, We Will Rock You” came over the PA.  The students, players 

and fans, were pumped.  By 3:30 PM. the gym was filled, the clock was set, the 

floors were polished, the National Anthem was sung, and the buzzer rang – it was 

game time.  Teachers, staff and parents hustled down the courts up against the 

youthful and determined 8th grade students.  The score was back-to back - Period 

1, Period 2.  Half time came; the teams talked strategy and returned for Periods 3 

and 4.  The fans for both teams held signs while yelling and cheering each other on.  

The final score: parents, teachers and staff won 29-26 but the real outcome was - 

team work, sportsmanship, memories and most of all FUN!!! 

K,1,2 students dove into the NGSS unit: The Sky-Patterns of the Sun and Moon.  After viewing a video, students explored 

the anchoring phenomenon and guiding question; How do shadows behave and change? They explored this phenomenon by 

tracing their shadows three times during the day, noticing that their shadows changed in length, size and direction. Students 

further explored this idea through another investigation and collected data, noting the shadow’s position, date and time over 

the course of a week. They discovered that light does not pass through opaque objects, so a shadow is cast. Students learned 

that the position of the light source affects shadows.  They also explored this concept through the creation of sundials.  

Throughout this study, students analyzed and interpreted data, created models and consensus maps.  Their excitement for 

science, asking questions, engaging in discussions, and sharing ideas is alive in K,1,2! 

READ ACROSS THE HALLWAYS                         - Ms. Blass  

How does LHK spend Read Across America? By celebrating the famous author, Dr. Seuss.  

The students, teachers, and staff participated in a week of fun Dr. Seuss events here at LHK.  

From reading Dr. Seuss in the library, to having the teachers read during lunch, to wearing 

green, silly hats, or funky socks. Or how about a Wacky Wednesday, where you might just put 

your clothes on backwards or roll out of bed and come into school?  The love and appreciation 

for Dr. Seuss filled the hallways, classrooms, and the all-purpose room for an entire week.  Did 

you know that Dr. Seuss really was not a doctor? He began using the title in college to be taken 

a bit more seriously.  He had a large collection of hats, at one point over 300 chapeaus.  He 

wrote the book Green Eggs and Ham on a dare, as he was challenged by a publisher to write a 

book using only 50 different words. 

Our unit moved from shadows to a study of light.  

After viewing a disco ball, the students explored 

the phenomenon that light can be reflected. We 

examined the question; How can we change the 

direction of light?  Students discovered that 

flashlights and mirrors and can reflect light. Given 

a flashlight, mirror and target, students were 

presented with the challenge to hit the target by 

reflecting light. Once this task was accomplished, 

students were further challenged to use multiple 

mirrors to reflect light and hit the target.   



 

           All 5 NCES Knights at UCONN                            MYO – Make Your Own            Creating DoodleBots 
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THE DANGERS OF VAPING      - Daniela Brennan and Jake Bosio, Middle School 

Five NCES 8th grade girls joined 23 Region One students to travel to the Storrs campus of the University of Connecticut on 

April 3rd. The ladies were on the bus at 6:15am and headed to a conference entitled MYO, Multiply Your Options. The 

event is aimed at exposing the students to female role models in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and 

mathematics (STEM).   
 

In the morning the students participated in hands-on lab activities such as creating a DoodleBot (Doodling Robot), making 

electricity from lemons, and extracting the DNA from a strawberry. The afternoon sessions consisted of an interactive panel 

activity called "tool clues."  During a tool clues panel session, female role models were asked to bring from work objects or 

tools that provide clues about their profession. It was up to the girls in small groups to determine what each woman does for 

a living.  The girls had conversations with bio-medical and material engineers.  Lily was amazed by the engineer who started 

her career in the Navy and is currently working for Electric Boat. “I just never thought about either of those options as a 

girl.”   Kaelary’s excitement was visible as she studied the prerequisites for the engineering program. “I can do this,” she 

said, “and I really want to.”  
 

The day was an extraordinary experience with every girl realizing her true potential in the science and engineering field. 

STEM EXPERIENCE AT UCONN              - MRS. JOHNSON 

A group of 5th and 6th graders made a presentation about vaping in WIN (What I Need.) We spent time looking up facts and 

putting them into a slideshow to present to the school. We also trained in how to be peer facilitators to teach other students 

the danger of vaping and smoking through the Catch My Breath Program.  
 

We decided to learn about vaping because we know it is an increasing problem. One of the things we taught was that nicotine 

is a major cause for cancer and/or lung disease and is very addictive. Mrs. Molcyk told us that she wanted us to figure out 

how to organize our slideshow while getting along and respecting others’ rights.  
 

We presented our slides at the end of the second trimester assembly in early spring. We took turns reading the slides we made 

with a group of two or three partners.  In addition to the presentation, we also made a pamphlet.  In the pamphlet we put 

pictures of healthy lungs vs unhealthy lungs and explained the dangers once again.   
 

This project taught us about the dangers of vaping and we are glad we could share what we learned with our peers. 

Chemicals:  Some chemicals in vapes or e-cigarettes include toxicants, propylene glycol, glycerin, 

nicotine, carcinogens, heavy metals, nanoparticles, and benzoic acid. These chemicals can cause 

addiction and cancer.  
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OUR NEW MAKERSPACE CREATES CHALLENGES        - Hannah Johnson, 5th Grade 

The Drama Club of North Canaan presented Mulan Jr. in March 2019 to sold out audiences. The production was a huge 

success involving over 80 students from grades 2 through 8.  Many adults from the NCES community were instrumental in 

the production creating costumes, supervising students, taking pictures and recording video, creating bulletin boards, tickets 

and programs, as well as ushering guests. In addition, two very special members of our faculty, Dr. Alicia Roy and Mr. Doug 

Murray joined the cast. 
 

Under the direction of me, Mrs. Leigh Ann Merrill, and Mrs. Geoff Merrill with Mrs. Jane Perry and musical direction by 

Mrs. Sarah Mauro, the students acted, sang and danced their way through the Music Theatre International Script.   
 

Mulan is set in ancient China during a turbulent time of conflict between the Chinese Army and The Huns who wish to 

overthrow the reigning emperor. The heroine, Mulan, who enters the army disguised as a man, saves China using her intellect 

and wit.  As the story unfolds, Mulan reminds her comrades that “what can’t be achieved with one’s muscle can be achieved 

with one’s mind!”  In keeping with this idea, the Chinese soldiers fool the Huns by dressing as girls and then at the last 

minute, reveal their true identities and go on to defeat the enemy and save the emperor.  
 

China is a nation grounded in tradition and honor. Through many twist and turns, Mulan proves to bring honor to herself, her 

family and to China.  The final song is aptly entitled: Honor To Us All.  “Mulan has brought her family great honor on this 

day, by choosing her own path and doing it her way. She’s brought honor to us all!”   This show certainly delivered an 

important message to our whole school community and in fact, brought honor to US all! 

DISNEY’S MULAN JR. COMES TO NCES STAGE           - Mrs. Peppe  

What does it take to create a makerspace?  It takes a space, 

creativity, a challenge, and teamwork.  5th and 6th grade WIN 

(What I Need) students at NCES created their first makerspace 

projects this spring. Our first challenge was to make a cardboard 

arcade game inspired by Caine's Arcade. Three groups worked 

to make three games: skee ball, basketball, and foosball.  
 

Getting started, we thought it would be easy.  However, there 

were many challenges. Some challenges were small, such as 

getting the correct ball momentum and getting boxes to stand up.  

The biggest challenge in every group was learning how to work together and agree. This was an awesome experience and we 

can’t wait to see what our next challenge will be!  
 

Above:  Students create games out of cardboard boxes and learn that it takes teamwork for the games to operate.    



 

READ ACROSS AMERICA             - Mrs. Morby & Mrs. Segalla  

Salisbury Central (SCS) is dedicated to promoting reading in and out 

of the classroom. The school participated in National Read Across 

America Week for the second year in a row. From February 25th 

through March 1st, the school organized a variety of literacy-based 

activities for students and faculty to take part in. Each day that week 

there was a spirit day based on one of Dr. Seuss’s classic books.    
 

On Tuesday, it was Oh the Places You’ll Go; students and staff wore 

tee shirts with places they have traveled or school/college names. On 

Thursday, it was all about Green Eggs and Ham, dressing in green and 

tasting green eggs and ham in the cafeteria. The buildings were 

decorated with the Dr. Seuss theme, classroom doors were covered in 

eye catching designs taken from Dr. Seuss books.  

Middle school students participated during their ELA classes. All week the trees grew. Students gathered brag tags for 

participating and entered their name in a raffle to be drawn at the end of the week - the prizes - books of course! Some of the 

other activities to promote reading that week were all school ‘stop drop and read’ events, and a ‘stop swap and read’ where 

teachers visited alternate classrooms to read to the students.  Classrooms did additional extension activities based on reading 

and Dr. Seuss. Our exciting week ended with an all school “Reading Rally” in the gym. Classes created ‘pro-reading’ posters 

which were hung to display their dedication to reading and literacy. They then all gathered to listen to a fantastic read aloud 

of Horton Hatches an Egg and to watch some videos about Dr. Seuss and Read Across America week. Raffles were drawn, 

pictures were taken and fun was had by all.  It was a lively and engaging way to end the week long reading festivities. 

Salisbury Central’s goal to foster a love of reading is a yearlong focus, however the school truly enjoys this special week 

dedicated to literature and will continue to celebrate it in years to come. 

Every morning in the elementary school, students gathered at the truffula trees in order to add their name to a truffula tuft if 

they had read at home that night.   
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 5TH GRADE DARE GRADUATION       - Mrs. Moore and Mrs. Bernard 

On Friday, March 8th, fifth graders celebrated their graduation from the D.A.R.E. program. The students had spent ten 

weeks learning about topics such as making good decisions, the harmful effects of drugs and alcohol, and positive 

communication strategies, led by Trooper Christopher Sorrell. During the graduation ceremony, the fifth graders heard 

speeches from guest speakers including Troop B’s Lieutenant Mancini, the SCS Principal, Mrs. Stephanie Magyar, and 

Salisbury First Selectman, Curtis Rand. The students also shared key terms they learned throughout the program, sang songs 

for their audience, and received their diplomas. By completing the DARE program, this class of students has learned many 

valuable skills that will help them as they advance on to middle school and beyond! 

SAVE THE DATES! 

SCS K-4 Spring Concert - May 23rd at 5:30pm 

An Evening of Arts and Music - June 4th at 5:30pm 

8th Grade Awards Ceremony & 8th Grade Project Expo -June 6th at 8:35am 

SCS 8th Grade Graduation - June 14th at 6pm 

NELMS               - Mrs. Segalla, Mrs. Dowd, Mrs. Hackett and Ms. Neary 

Monica Genta was a keynote speaker whose message really resonated. She spoke 

about connecting with students and using engaging strategies each and every school 

day. Her book 180 Days of Awesome gives teachers 180 ways to be a game changer 

in their own classrooms. The SCS teachers also went to many engaging workshops on topics ranging from a social 

emotional intelligence curriculum, personalized learning, writing strategies (Nanowrimo), advisory, creation of 

learning portfolios, team building activities, and the use of tech tools. (Here are some Sketchnotes from Jen and 

Tracy’s notebooks) 

On March 21st and 22nd, four SCS teachers 

traveled to Providence, RI to attend NELMS, 

the New England League of Middle Schoolers 

Conference. Mrs. Jennifer Segalla, Mrs. Tracy 

Dowd, Mrs. Carol Hackett and Ms. Raydin 

Neary enjoyed the two-day conference and 

brought home a lot of great takeaways they 

will share with their colleagues and use in 

their classrooms.  



BREAKFAST AT SCS               - Olivia, Julia, and Addie 

OUR 3RD GRADE YEAR                              - Tallulah and Lena 
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As the school year approaches a close, it’s worth reflecting on the best things from 3rd 

grade.  One of our favorite subjects this year was writing. We really liked poetry, 

especially free-verse and cinquain poems. We learned a total of 10 different types of 

poetry. We also did various other kinds of writing throughout the school year. For 

example, we learned how to write Persuasive, Informational and Entertaining [Narrative] 

writing. We use the acronym PIE to remember those three purposes for writing. Our 

class learned how to write in cursive, as well. We’ve definitely all grown as writers this 

year!  
 

Field trips have been really fun,too ! So far, we’ve been to Music Mountain and The 

Institute for American Indian Studies. Our class and the 3rd graders from Salisbury 

Central are heading to the state capitol (Hartford) in a couple weeks. 
 

In science this year, we did all sorts of experiments. We built hopper-poppers, bridges, 

slides, and locks in order to explore force and motion. We also made paper flowers and 

bees to model pollination. We taste-tested eight different types of apples to learn about 

selection of traits. We even learned that some vegetables are actually science fruits, so 

we dissected them to see if they carried seeds.  
 

Those are just some of the things that we will remember in the future!   

BUTTERFLIES                     - Mrs. Bryant 

These discussions led to great writing, art and drawing opportunities   It was bittersweet to release them in our garden! 

The EK and kindergarten will study the life-cycle of the 

butterfly again this year! Last year we observed the 

caterpillars daily and talked about the changes we saw. 

They spun silk, shed their exoskeleton, ate and ate and 

grew and grew. Soon we saw our caterpillars spin their 

chrysalides, and then the exciting day when they emerged 

as butterflies!  

This past couple of weeks we have been eating a really tasty and nutritious breakfast at school because of SBAC testing. The 

breakfast also provided time for kids and teachers to socialize, and a few people ended up with more friends than they had 

before. Some kids don’t have time to eat breakfast in the morning, so this was a good solution. Our school made sure that we 

were not hungry when we were testing, so that we would do our best. Our lunch ladies, Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Anderson, 

worked really hard to make breakfast for every single kid in the school.  It was easier to concentrate with food in our stomach 

so we are sure most of us will get higher scores than before. 
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GLASS BLOWING PROJECT            - Mrs. Allen  

          

FOURTH GRADE FIELD TRIPS            - Finn, Elizabeth, Griffin and David  

The students are excited to do this cross-age presentation together. 

MIDDLE SCHOOL CAREER DAY           - Mrs. Foster 

Several students from first, second and fourth grade are working together to share a presentation about glass blowing with 

their classes. The first and second graders are practicing their fluent reading to read the book Glassblowing by Mara 

Rockliff. The fourth graders researched about making glass and glass sculptures. They put their information into a slideshow 

that they will share after the younger students read their book . 

 

This year we have had some very exciting field trips. One exciting field trip was the 

Norman Rockwell Museum. We had a chance to look at Norman Rockwell’s fantastic 

and inspiring art. This gave us a chance to experience the archives with his glasses, 

pallets, work coat, and art. We also got to see his house where he did a lot of his 

paintings. We learned how to draw a polar bear by an artist that works at the museum.  
 

Fourth Grade Arts Day was a fun day for all fourth graders in region one. The first thing 

that happened when we got there was attend a music show by the quintet, Calliope Brass. 

Some of the things that we did were: dance and acting classes, working with cardboard to 

create things, hand drumming, Ukrainian eggs, watercolor printing press, clay animal pots 

and masks and African drumming. After we did our first activity, we had another 

showing of Calliope Brass, and then we were off to another activity. At the end of the day 

we got to see a sneak-peak of Rip Van Winkle the play Housatonic High School put on.   

On April 12th, we had an impressive group of individuals come to SCS and 

share information about their professions with our middle school students.  

The students had a fun afternoon learning about a variety of careers! 
 

Stephanie Adrian, a Senior International Environmental Specialist for the 

US Environmental Protection Agency, came from Washington to present!  

Chris Harrington is a local electrician who runs his own business. 

Colleen McGuire, a local artist, brought some of her amazing artwork to share with students. (See photo. above left) 

Al Tortorella, Jamie Casey, and Susan Bayer spoke about what it’s like to be Emergency Medical Technicians -and they 

brought an ambulance for the students to tour. 

Emily Loidice shared what is like to teach children to horseback ride. Emily is also our early kindergarten Teacher’s Assist.. 

Lisa D’Emilio shared what her job entails as a nurse at Sharon Hospital 

Erin from the Audubon came and spoke about being a wildlife rehabilitator (she brought a feathered client with her).  
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HVRHS STUDENTS IN SHANGHAI, CHINA               - Mr. Lizzi 

EXPERIENTIAL BRIDGES               - Mr. T. Burdick  

The Bridges program is designed for students unable to find success in the 

traditional classroom. The mission of the Bridges Program is to provide an 

alternative route to a high school diploma. These students are given a 

curriculum that is personally driven and corresponds to future career goals. 

This program involves therapeutic support using the individual model as 

well as an outdoor therapeutic component facilitated by Ed Thorney. 

Students participate in bi-weekly outdoor adventure trips including hiking, 

canoeing, rock climbing, and other team building activities. Recently, 

Bridges students were able to hike Bash Bish Falls, NY, Lion’s Head in 

Salisbury, and Jug End trail just over the line in MA. For more information 

on the Bridges program at HVRHS please visit https://sites.google.com/

view/bridgesprogram or contact Tyler Burdick.  

79 years of encouraging students to grow to their potential, respect different learning styles,  

solve problems, think analytically and communicate effectively. 

As a social studies teacher I’ve always believed that some of the most 

meaningful learning experiences for students take place outside of the 

classroom, and this is especially true where foreign travel is concerned.  I’ve 

been fortunate enough to lead three student field trips to China during my 

time at Housatonic, the most recent undertaken was in April.  This summer, 

as part of the newly revived International Travel Club, students will travel to 

Europe.   
 

In their own words, foreign travel for HVRHS students is life-changing.   

Through an exploration of art, history, music, food, and other forms of international culture, students learn how the world is 

bigger than Region One.  In China, our students meet and engage with friendly local guides who are eager to share their 

culture.  Perhaps most significantly, I’ve seen our students develop lifelong relationships with foreign students and their 

families as part of the homestay experience.  Students also practice other skills they will need to be successful in their post-

high school careers, including learning how to develop relationships with new people, managing their own money, and 

otherwise fostering the independence they will need as adults.  
 

Collectively, what our students experience through foreign travel enables them to become dynamic global citizens.  As a 

social studies teacher nothing could be more rewarding, and it is my hope to involve as many students as I can in foreign 

travel in the years to come.       

One of the challenges of living in  the Northwest Connecticut is our geographic isolation from other areas. One of our 

strengths, however, has been the incredible number of opportunities for our students to visit foreign countries, explore new 

and exciting technologies, experience the rich artistic and cultural offerings in nearby urban settings, and to use these trips to 

not only explore their world but themselves, too. In this newsletter, we explore some of these options with the help of some of 

the students who have benefited from them.  

OVERCOMING GEOGRAPHIC CHALLENGES          - Mr. Strever 



Learning to pilot a drone 

Renovated  Science Rooms 
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LEARNING BY DOING                               Ken Zeng ‘21 

Learning new things constantly was meaningful for me during robotics season. 

Whether it was about motors, drilling techniques, or teamwork, there was always 

something I learned when I went to robotics. The students do a lot of the 

designing and conceptualizing of the robot. When we were coming up with the 

measurements for our ball pickup system, I realized we were using geometry and 

trigonometry to find different angles and lengths. I’ve always thought that math 

was not useful. Turns out, mathematics is a much-needed skill in the real world, 

and is used everywhere. This year’s design phase helped me understand how 

mathematics is used in engineering. I also learned that the size of the team does 

not necessarily reflect how strong it is. Our team is very small compared to other 

schools. Our robotics team only consists of 6 students, whereas the typical New 

England FRC robotics team consists of 20-30 students. Despite our small student 

population, we were still able to achieve rank 6 during our qualification matches 

and were thus invited to the New England District Championship.  

VALERIE LENIS WINS COVETED MARGARET DERWIN SCHOLARSHIP                     - Mr. Cannon 

For the ninth year, a junior at HVRHS will receive the Margaret Derwin Award, a grant providing $25,000 a year for four 

years of college tuition and $5,000 for a national or international service project. This year the honor goes to Valerie Lenis, 

who lives with her mother in Salisbury.  Valerie is an excellent student who is involved in the school community. She is an 

intern curating art exhibits in the library media center, is active in Envirothon, and is a volunteer with Women’s Support 

Services.  
 

Margaret Derwin was a Housatonic alumna who was working on a master’s degree to fulfill her ambition of becoming a 

social worker when she was diagnosed with Ewing’s sarcoma. She passed away in 2010. The scholarship was named for 

Margaret as she was able to visualize her place in a world to which she could contribute and to overcome any obstacle to 

realize her dream. 
 

Of the honor, Valerie says, “Not only does it relieve a great financial burden, it makes me realize what a supportive 

community I live in and it inspires me to give back to it.” This summer, the scholarship will enable her to travel to the 

Dominican Republic to work on public health and access to clean water. She is fluent in Spanish, which will make her a 

valuable asset to her team and the people they will be working with.. 

A BIG APPLE EXPERIENCE!                    Joshua Brinson ‘19  

The New York City trip was thought to be, and turned out to be a major 

learning experience. Despite the city being only a few hours away, it was 

my first time going, and a big step out of my comfort zone.  Everywhere I 

looked there would be large groups of pedestrians and immense structures. 

The buildings made me feel so miniscule to everything and everyone 

around me. I started to think of how small humans were compared to the 

rest of the world, which was kind of scary, but also thrilling.  Knowing that 

I was going to see a Broadway performance for the first time, I wasn’t sure 

what to expect. I was quite sure that since I had seen the film “Frozen” 

before, there wasn’t going to be much that surprised me.  
Sitting down and seeing this family film being performed at such an expert level was mind blowing. It has definitely helped 

me see the difference between basic and an expertise level of acting. The trip in its entirety has given me a wider view of just 

how much effort we as Americans have put into everything we do, from doing hard labor every day to create structures that 

touch the sky to performing play after play despite growing tired.  No matter how hard their work, it must be rewarding to see 

the audience in awe.  I sure was.     



 

Message From the Superintendent:  What Lies Ahead                (Continued from inside front cover) 
 

Teacher observations and evaluations are also being conducted differently, as colleagues who have undergone numerous 

days of training are calibrated, so that administrators, who also conduct evaluations, are assured that teacher instruction and 

student learning are reaching higher standards. A quality teacher in every classroom, one who knows their students and how 

they learn, is the most important factor in student achievement; ongoing professional learning is key to improving educators.    
 

We want all students to have extra-curricular opportunities, so Special Olympics began this year. Twelve athletes, ranging in 

ages from 8-19, participated in swimming, basketball skills, and track and field. They also had very special assistance from a 

number of HVRHS student volunteers - a clear demonstration of the caring community that we wish to nurture. 
 

An Inter-Agency Task Force was formed, with other organizations focused on healthy behaviors, to learn and communicate 

with students and families about both prevention and intervention and to address what we perceive to be a problem among 

teens. We plan to put more programs in place to help students. 
 

We have also formed a committee with members from each town to study and consider more regional Middle School sports 

and activities in the year ahead. It’s also time for schools to review their three year Strategic Plan and determine how further 

gains in student learning shall occur. 
 

As we look to the year ahead, we will continue to focus on learning more so we can improve what we do. Education is never 

done changing, because the world is changing. We cannot expect schools to remain stagnant, with straight rows of desks, 

students doing all of the listening, while a teacher does all the talking, and all the students doing similar projects. Students 

learn in different ways and we must adjust our teaching to meet the diversity of their needs and interests.  
 

We can not “do school” the way our parents or we did. American philosopher John Dewey said, “If we teach today’s 

students as we taught yesterday’s, we rob them of tomorrow.” If we believe that public education is the foundation of our 

nation, then we must change, for the sake of all students and their future. 
 

We are looking forward to a new year, new ideas, and new learning!  
 

Congratulations to the graduating classes of 2019! We wish all of our students and staff a safe and healthy summer until we 

see you back again! 
 

Dr. Pam Vogel, Superintendent   
 

In order for us to prepare each child for what comes next, we must align vision,   

expectation, and practice among all stakeholders.” Region 1 Board of Education  
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 Mrs. Michelle Mott, Principal Kent CS   Mr. Michael Croft, Principal Cornwall CS     

 Mrs. Alexandra Juch, Principal LH Kellogg   Dr. Alicia Roy, Principal North Canaan ES 

 Mrs. Stephanie Magyar, Principal Salisbury CS  Dr. Karen Manning, Principal Sharon CS 
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